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How and Why Adopting Renewable Infrastructure is the Key to a Post-

Pandemic Britain.

British businesses are hailing the adoption of renewable infrastructure as the key to success in post-

pandemic Britain. Commercial renewable infrastructure could be a multi-faceted mechanism for post-

pandemic financial and environmental recovery. Green energy gives businesses across the spectrum of

UK industry and their stakeholders several benefits. These include:

• Reduced costs through energy efficiency

• Improved investor relations

• Heightened consumer and client engagement

• New possibilities for PR and corporate messaging

• Potential government incentives

While government grants are no longer available for commercial wind or solar power, organisations can

now count on multiple commissioning vehicles to enjoy the benefits of renewable energy. On one hand,

large-scale investors are helping companies migrate off the grid onto clean technology with zero capital

outlay via Power Purchase Agreement or PPA. Conversely, should companies want to invest their own

capital to maximise their savings, the CapEx alternative involves a company using its own funds to acquire,

upgrade and maintain renewable infrastructure.

Both of these options offer financial savings and environmental notoriety as well as marketing and PR

opportunities. However, due diligence must take place when selecting which avenue to pursue. Factors

such as a corporation's size, disposable capital, protectionism, and its relationship with risk, all come into

play when choosing a path in the green road to recovery.
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In 2020/21 the UK economy suffered a heavy

blow. The infamous coronavirus pandemic

closed shops and restaurants, devastated the

travel industry, and curtailed manufacturing. As a

result, the economy suffered its steepest decline

in more than 300 years, shrinking 9.9% in 2020

and doubling regression figures taken at the height

of the financial crisis in 2009. Hospitality, tourism,

transport, and entertainment remain the most

exposed sectors in relation to the economic

impact of the pandemic.

There are reasurring figures pointing to Britain’s

swift economic bounce-back with traditional

patterns of travel, leisure and consumerism

gradually arriving at a new normal. However,

there are also signs of losses in momentum due

to shortages of supplies and staff as global

economies reemerge and fourlough ends. A

prime example being the surge of energy prices

amid worsening fears over supply, with U.K.

natural gas futures exceeding the threshold of

300 pence a therm for the first time ever.

The economic impact of Covid-19 is fusing with

an issue that will endure even now restrictions

have been mostly withdrawn – Brexit. Britain’s

separation from the EU has resulted in negative

price changes in supply chains as well as

complications in importing and exporting.

Transport, automotive, chemicals, textiles,

finance and communications industries are

predicted to be the most affected sectors to

Brexit.

Doubt and fear are muddying the path for UK

businesses, who are now staring at an uncertain

future. An historically adaptable and resilient

nation, Britain will undoubtedly find a way back

to prosperity. So where are Britain's business

owners turning in the hopes of survival and

ultimately, recovery?

5 key benefits associated with acquiring on-

site commercial renewable infrastructure 

Guidance in identifying the adequate 

commissioning option(s)

The Green Road to Recovery

Sustainability has been deemed a critical element

for Britain’s financial recovery. Demand for

commercial renewable infrastructure is building at

a rate impossible to ignore. 2020 was a record-

breaking year, with wind generation, solar, and

coal-free records helping to make it the greenest

year ever for the UK’s electricity network. The UK

solar industry alone installed 545MWp of new

solar PV capacity during 2020, a 25% on-year

growth in the first year with no government

subsidies.

Many UK businesses are already hailing the

adoption of renewable infrastructure as the

key to success in post-pandemic Britain.

An HSBC survey of 1,000 UK businesses found

that 75% of British companies are planning to

increase their sustainability focus in 2022 as part

of their strategy for financial recovery. Businesses

generally expect to return to pre- Covid-19 levels

of profitability by 2022 and see an increased

focus on sustainability as a key driver.

Further to this, recent price surges in electricity

tariffs have changed many organisation's outlook

on renewable electricity generation. Organisations

are accelerating their efforts in sourcing

renewables as financial incentives to break away

from the grid are at an all time high.

This White paper aims to explore the opportunity

of embracing on-site renewable infrastructure in

the commercial space as a mechanism for post-

pandemic financial recovery. Providing you, the

reader, with:
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The Renewables Opportunity

Embracing commercial renewable technology

grants businesses across the spectrum of the

UK industry and their stakeholders several

benefits.

From storage to heavy manufacturing, reducing

costs through the heightened energy efficiency

provided by green energy is a win-win scenario.

Bouncing back from the pandemic will require a

tightening of the balance sheet and overhead

cost reduction where possible, doing so will free

up resources for more pressing strategic

investments.

While the pricing of standard energy is only

heading one way, according to the International

Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the cost of

electricity from solar and wind power

technologies could fall by at least 26% and by as

much as 59% between 2015 and 2025.

Additionally, further technological improvements,

increasing economies of scale, and more

competitive supply chains will continue to reduce

the costs of solar and wind power. By 2030,

solar will be the world’s cheapest source of

energy and, in turn, the renewable source which

attracts the most investment.

2. Investor Relations

A growing number of investors are reserving their

seat on the long-term, upward trajectory that

renewable energy is on. Globally, corporates

bought 18% more green energy in 2019. According

to S & P Global, companies failing to integrate

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)

factors into their business strategy put their long-

term competitiveness and investment at risk.

Increasingly we are seeing corporate giants such

as Unilever, Microsoft, Coca-Cola, and Amazon

create and commit to climate pledges, promising

net-zero operations in the coming decades

1 . Reduced Costs Through Energy Efficiency

Case Study: Worldwide, 28% of the energy

used by Unilever factories comes from

renewable sources. This has reduced their

overall energy consumption by 20%,

resulting in significant cost savings of

€244m and the carbon equivalent 800,000

acres of forest per annum.

3.

While corporates may be the loudest examples of

green investment, this is also occurring at a local

and public level across the UK. In 2021, three-

quarters of UK local authorities have declared a

climate emergency and have set out net-zero

carbon timetables, with most of them targeting

2030. Prioritising sustainability and integrating

renewable infrastructure to your business model is

climbing up the list of elements that attract long-

term investment.

THE RENEWABLES  

OPORTUNITY
R E D U C E D C O S T S T H R O U G H

E N E R G Y E F F I C I E N C Y &

I N V E S T O R R E L A T I O N S

(Unilever.com, 2021) Unilever uses 100% grid electricty across five continents



4. Public Relations and Corporate Messaging

.In the UK 94% of citizens consider that protecting

the environment is important. Installing renewable

infrastructure to your comercial property is a highly

visual, photogenic way to showcase your company

is moving in a sustainable direction and thus a

great PR opportunity.

A study by Tandberg found consumers across

rapidly developing and developed markets report a

propensity to buy from companies with a

reputation for environmental and social

responsibility. Transparency and honesty reflected

in your messaging and corporate image will

foster trust with customers, strengthen employee

engagement and humanise leadership, all of

which contribute to increased loyalty and revenue.

3. Consumer and Client Engagement

4.

Case Study: In the analysis of its record-

breaking 2020 Christmas sales data, Tesco

found that 22% of consumers are

demonstrating significant increases in

environmental concern through the

purchase of products that are plastic-free,

have reduced environmental impact and are

sourced and produced sustainably.

Whether they like it or not, firming up

environmental actions in line with scale has

become an intrinsic part of any business’s value

proposition. Adopting renewable infrastructure is

a very visual way to show your brand cares about

the planet.

THE RENEWABLES  

OPORTUNITY
C O N S UME R & C L I E NT E N GA GE ME NT /  

P R & C O R P O R A T E ME S S A GI NG

5. Government Incentives

It is good to see the government ratcheting up the

pressure with the announcement of its “green

industrial revolution”, which has set several

avenues to tackle looming climate change

challenges.

However, despite private business accounting for

18% of UK GHG emissions, current legislation

fails to have the private sector in mind when it

comes to on site renewable infrastructure. While

this may certainly change in the future, to date,

government grants are not available for

commercial wind and solar power.

Nevertheless, organisations can now count on

multiple commissioning options to acquire

renewables. These will be explored in the following

section.

The relationship between consumer engagement

and corporations practicing sustainability is

complex. The market share captured by

sustainable products and sustainable marketing

has increased, in some markets quite

significantly, it remains marginal however. The

problem lies in the gap between consumers’

attitudes and their behaviour. While many people

believe that it is a necessity to achieve a more

sustainable balance, there is evidence that

sustainability has still not achieved a key position

in consumer decision-making. Microeconomic

stimuli like price remain king. Despite this,

companies showing they care about sustainability

is undeniably becoming important to UK

consumers, who are increasingly voting with their

wallet.

https://www.indiaretailing.com/tag/tesco/


COMMIS S IONING  
OPTIONS
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In this section, we will explore how a business

can benefit from on-site renewable infrastructure

and which financial models support this. The

commissioning options analysed in this document

are Capital Expenditure (CapEx) and Power

Purchase Agreements (PPA), namely on-site

PPAs. You may have heard about “sleeved” or

“synthetic PPAs”. A sleeved PPA is an

agreement between a wind/solar farm and an

energy retailer, which then passes on the

renewable generation through a retail

agreement for your electricity usage. Conversely,

a synthetic PPA is a contract between a large

business and a renewable energy generator.

While these financial models are attractive

methods for corporate procurement of

renewables, the off-site nature of this

arrangement disqualifies it from the focus of this

paper. Nevertheless, we do encourage business

leaders to explore the viability of these options

further.

I N T R O D UC T I O N T O
C O MMI S I O N I N G O P T I O N S

Why not both?

While commissioning options can be used as a

standalone alternative they could serve your

business in combination. For instance, a

business could deploy its own capital to provide

a contribution to a PPA which would, in turn,

cover a percentage of its energy usage with free

renewable energy.

One Size Does NOT Fit All

Crucially, details such as equipment and tariff

costs, installation timelines, and lease durations

vary greatly on a case-by-case basis. Ultimately,

choosing your approach requires an

understanding of the financial capability, energy

demands, and time constraints placed on your

organisation. This document should serve you

as a useful guide and starting point. Albeit, it is

good practice to go to market and collect the

expertise of reputable installers, asset managers

and institutional investors alike.

COM M IS IONING

OPTIONS

6.

Which finacial models can best support you in the green road to recovery?



THE CAPEX ALTERNATIVE

What is CapEx?

The CapEx alternative involves a company using its own funds to acquire, upgrade and maintain

renewable infrastructure. For this to occur, a rigorous process sizing system to demand, working out costs

installation costs, finding a reputable installer and obtaining planning permissions* must take place.

Business owners should not rule out new funding opportunities as the UK government works towards their

net-zero by 2050 targets. However, currently, the UK fails to offer government grants for solar or wind

power on commercial buildings. Additionally, applications for the Feed-in Tarrif scheme closed in March of

2019.

Who is best suited to CapEx?

• SMEs and Large Enterprises looking for environmental and financial savings who can afford to 

purchase renewable infrastructure

• Organisations that see sustainability as a top priority for strategic investment

• Leadership with expert knowledge on the installation and long-term maintenance of renewables

• SMEs with low energy usage and low initial investment required to acquire renewables

Important Considerations:

• Benchmarking prices via tenders

• Securing board approval

• Finding and contracting reputable suppliers, installers, and maintenance staff

• Allocated resources/time to a non-core business area

• Going to market to find the best quality/price assurance

*Obtaining planning permission is only required for installations over 1MW 

7.



What is a PPA?

Large-scale investors are helping companies to migrate off the grid onto clean technology at zero capital

outlay. This is done via a Power Purchase Agreement or PPA.

The premise of a PPA is an investor leases out a business's roof space and funds the installation of

renewable infrastructure on their commercial property at no capital cost to the property owner. This

includes working with an experienced developer and asset manager who facilitates the technical design,

necessary permissions and manages the installation of the solar PV system. The PPA is backed by

institutional investors that provide the capital based on the returns they receive from the electricity

generated over the life of the system, which is consumed exclusively by the property owner.

A PPA locks the energy tariff at a fixed price*, providing long-term electricity price stability and cost certainty

for internal planning. Furthermore, as the asset manager operates and maintains the installations,

receiving payments for the kW hours produced, the asset managers interests are aligned with the buyer to

ensure the system operates at maximum efficiency.

Who is best suited to a PPA?

• Organisations not seeking to invest capital outlay into renewable infrastructure that are looking for

financial and environmental savings

• Organisations looking for financial and environmental savings who would rather deploy available

capital to more pressing strategic investments

• Leadership choosing to place the responsibility for the installation and long-term maintenance of

renewables in the hands of the industry experts, so that they do not have to become experts in

renewable technology themselves

Important Considerations:

• Securing board approval

• Benchmarking prices via tenders

• Understanding accounting conduct

• Assessing regulatory restrictions and competition law

• Allocated resources/time to a non-core business area

• Finding reputable asset manager and institutional investors 

* Fixed Rate, RPI and CPI linked options available for a Power Purchase Agreement

THE PPA ALTERNATIVE

8.
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PPA

Financial:

• Zero capital investment

• Immediate capital savings, typically 

between 20 to 40% reduction in 

energy cost per unit

• Visibility and certainty of future 

energy costs 

• Hedge against energy price volatility 

• Risk mitigation against the cost of 

carbon

• Technical design, permissions 

acquisition, and installation covered 

by an experienced asset manager

• Full maintenance management, 

(O&M) costs and operational risk sit 

with investor

• After lease terms, usually 10 to 25 

years, renewable infrastructure 

reverts to owner

Sustainability:

• Immediate carbon reductions 

• Meeting Sustainable Development 

Goal 12 - Ensuring sustainable 

consumption and production patterns

Public Relations & Marketing:

• Recognition for renewable energy 

achievements 

• Powerful marketing and PR tool

• Increased trust among customers

• Strengthened employee engagement 

Financial:

CAPEX

• Initial capital investment 

• Larger reductions in utility costs than 

through a PPA

• Tax relief and financial gain from 

exporting excess energy back to the 

national grid 

• Low complexity when selling or 

leasing property 

• Potentially eligible for future 

government incentives 

• No long-term contracts with external 

parties

• System ownership - requirement to 

deploy own capital

Sustainability:

• Immediate carbon reductions 

• Meeting Sustainable Development 

Goal 12 - Ensuring sustainable 

consumption and production patterns

Public Relations & Marketing:

• Recognition for renewable energy 

achievements 

• Powerful marketing and PR tool

• Increased trust among customers

• Strengthened employee engagement 

9.



Displace c.70 Tonnes of 

CO2e each year.

At £0 capital outlay, achieve 

forecast savings of c. £425k 

over the 25-year lease.

10.

CAS E S TUDY:  

KÄRCHER PPA

“The PPA model puts responsibility for the installation 

and long-term maintenance in the hands of the experts, 

so we do not need to ourselves become experts in 

solar PV technology. Secondly, our capital is better 

deployed in additional warehouse stock than in a solar 

PV system; a funded model allows us to do both.”

- Mark Venner, 

Chief Operating Officer for Kärcher UK

CAPACITY: 299.77KWP
PROVIDER: ZES TEC RENEWABLES

Reduced their electricity 

grid tariff by 14% for the 

solar energy generated and 

consumed on-site.

Generate 45% of annual 

electricity consumption 

through renewable energy.
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